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Abstract. A Hardy-Littlewood maximal inequality is proved for a class of

probability preserving measure algebras on compact intervals.

1. Introduction

The classical maximal average function of Hardy and Littlewood [6] is de-

fined for / periodic with period 2?t by

(l.i) jrf(s) = suv\-is+ef(t)dt .
£>0 I £ Js

Since periodic functions have a convolution * defined by

(f*g)(s)= r f(t)gis-t)dt,
J-n

an equivalent expression for ( 1.1 ) is

(1.2) *f = sup\ike *f)(s)\
e>0

where /c£(s) = 1/e   (0 < s < e) and keis) = 0 otherwise.  The operator ¿#

satisfies a variety of inequalities: in particular

(1-3) \\^f\\p<Ap\\f\\p       (Kp<oo)

where Ap is independent of / ; ^ is also of weak type 1 - 1.

If m is a nonnegative measure on an interval H, then (1.1) has a natural

generalization to

(1.4) JTfis) = s\\p
£>0

/   f(t)dm(t)
Jh.,«CJ
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where /£ = {t:t G H ,\s - t\ < e} ; under some restrictions on m, (1.3)

holds [1, p. 71]. In many such cases, most notably where m is the measure

of orthogonality for the ultraspherical or, more generally, Jacobi polynomials,

L idm) is a Banach algebra with a multiplicative operator * and in those cases,

an analogue of (1.2) also defines a maximal operator which satisfies (1.3); this

is implicit in the comparison of the two types of maximal functions established

for the ultraspherical case in [2, Lemma, p. 63] and the Jacobi case [3, §3]. Both

arguments, especially the latter, involve detailed knowledge of the ultraspherical

or Jacobi polynomials and related functions and thus resist generalization. It is

apparent in [2, 3], and Theorem 3 (below) that the maximal function analogous

to (1.2) has greater utility than that analogous to (1.4) in the delicate analysis

of the ultraspherical and Jacobi series.

The aim of this article is to establish analogues to ( 1.3) for Jacobi type hyper-

groups, a large class of measure algebras which generalize the Jacobi and ultra-

spherical examples. So, throughout this paper let H = [0, n] and let (H ,*) be

a Jacobi type (a, ß) hypergroup. The reader is referred to [5] for precise defini-

tions, examples, and a more complete and detailed discussion of the properties

of Jacobi type hypergroups. We cite in this article, as briefly as possible, only

those properties actually required for the discussion. For the sake of simplicity

in exposition, we assume a > ß > 0 (the first inequality must necessarily hold

in a Jacobi type hypergroup; the second can be replaced by ß > -1/2 with

some modification (see [5, §4.8])).

Under these assumptions M(H) is a commutative Banach algebra with con-

volution * and identity ôQ where Ss is the unit point mass concentrated at

5. M(H) has a nonnegative measure m with unit total variation such that

m *ôs = ôs* m = m for every s G H. We use ||,u|| for the total variation of

p G M(H) and ||/|| for the norm of f G Lp(dm) ; m is called normalized

Haar measure and is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.

The operators Ts defined by Tsf(t) = JHfd(os*¿l) are called generalized

translations because they satisfy the definition formulated in [7]. Convolution

of functions is defined by

if*g)is)= [ Tsf(t)g(t)dm(t).
Jh

2. Maximal operators on hypergroups

It is now possible to define the objects analogous to (1.1) and (1.2). For

s G H and £>0 let Ie s = [t G H: \t - s\ < e} , fc„(i) = [m(/£S)r'('^£S)

and kES(t) = 0 (/ g Ie's). Define also I£ = /£ 0 = [0,e] and k\ =keQ. The

two analogues to the maximal operators of (1.1) and (1.2) are
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M fis) = sup
£>0 /.

kesit)fit)dmit]

sup \(k£*f)(s)\
£>0

sup
£>0

f   rkc(t)f(t)dm(t)
Jhs

The operators M and Jf are distinct. Indeed, a comparison of the two

requires a careful investigation of the relation between the two functions TskE

and ke s ; in the case of Jacobi expansions the comparison requires knowledge of

the exact form of the convolution kernel [3, Theorem 4]. There is no apparent

path to a comparison of the two for Jacobi type hypergroups; nevertheless, it is

still possible to obtain an analogue to some of the Hardy and Littlewood results.

Theorem 1. There are constants A   such that

\W\L<Ae (1 <p<oo),

moreover, M is also of weak type 1 - 1.

Proof. The result follows easily from [ 1, p. 71 ] since from the theory of Jacobi

type hypergroups [5, Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 3.1] it is known that dm(i) =

p it)dt where p is positive on (0,7r) and there are positive real numbers an

and a0 such that

(2.1) lim t
-ft—1/2 ■1/2.

p{t) = an   and     lim (n - t) "   ">(/)

This implies that [0, n] with the measure m is of "homogeneous type.'

Theorem 2. There are constants A   such that

P±\
(1 < p < oo).

Theorem 2 generalizes results for Jacobi expansions [3, Theorem 8], but uti-

lizes a different approach first formulated in [4]. The proof of Theorem 2

requires some additional definitions and facts about Jacobi type hypergroups.

A function <p in C(H) which satisfies ¡H<pd(ôs * ôt) = <p(s)<p(t) for every

s ,t G H is called a character of (H ,*). The set of characters is countable and

constitutes a complete orthogonal system for L (dm). Corresponding to each

character cp is a nonnegative real number X such that

(2.2) (P  <P + X2p2tp = 0.

The characters can be numbered  tp0,(px,tp2, ■ ■ ■   so that the corresponding

values of X  form an increasing sequence Xñ,X.,X-, Define f\k)

¡Hf(pkdm and hk thenIWI2'
00 „

£|/Wa*=/  \f\2dm.
k=0
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In addition

(2.3) Klloo = l.

(2.4) lim k~1Xk = 1,
k—>oo

(2.5) lim k2a+lhk =a>0,
k—*oo

so the following analogue of the Poisson kernel is well defined:

oo

pf(/) = 2>xp(-V)\M0
k=0

as is the corresponding maximal function:

fit) = sup \iPr*f)it)\.
r>0

Proof of Theorem 2. The argument proceeds in three steps. First it will be

shown that there are constants Cp such that

(2.6) \\f\\p<Cp\\f\\p       (Kp<oo).

Second, it will be shown that there are positive constants E and G such that

(2.7) keit)<EPGeit)       itGH,£>0).

Finally (2.7) implies that (fce * /)(/) < £(PG£ * /)(/) < £/*(*), so that

Jtfit) < Efit) and the theorem follows from (2.6) with Ap = ECp .

Step 1. Let Writ) m E^o^-^^^) > so that if / e ¿V™) and

Z)I/A(^)I^A: < °°' tnen seParation of variables together with (2.2) shows that

u(r,t) = (Wr*f)it) satisfies u(0,t) = fit) and (/(?)",), - />2(0"r = 0- If
/(i) > 0 for every t in H, then the maximum principle for parabolic equa-

tions [8] guarantees that w(r, t) > 0 (r > 0, 0 < t < it), hence Wr > 0 on //,

and so by a subordination argument, (see [9, pp. 47-48])

/»OO

Pr(t) = it-l/2J    v-l/2e~VrVr2/4vdv>0.

If 5r/ — Pr* f, then {5r} is a symmetric diffusion semigroup in the sense

of [9, p. 65]. For instance, to see that {Sr} satisfies the contraction property,

let 1 < p < oo and let q be the conjugate index to p. Then if / e Lp(dm)

and g G Lq(dm)

I CSrf(t)g(t)dm(t)\ = {[*[" T'Pr(s)f(s)g(t)dm(s)dm(t)  .
\Jo I     I./0 Jo

Now Pris) > 0 in H, so TlPris) > 0 on //x//. Hence T*PA\s) dmis) dmit)

defines a nonnegative measure on HxH of unit total variation. If Holder's in-

equality with this measure is invoked in the last integral, then Fubini's Theorem

together with the observation that TlPris) - TsPrit) may be used to obtain the
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bound 11/11,11*11, thus IIS'/sU, < ll/ILJgll,, whence ||S7||, < ||/||, which is
the contraction property. Equation (2.6) is now equivalent to Stein's maximal

theorem [9, p. 73].

Step 2. Equations (2.4) and (2.5) ensure the existence of positive constants

K,C, ,C2,C} and C4 such that for k = 0,1,2, • • •

Cxk < Xk < C2k,       C3k2a+l <hk< C4k2a+[.

Also cpkit) > 3_1 ikt < K) [5, Theorem 4.3]. Since kß) = 0 for t > e and

P£(0 > 0, it suffices to consider t < e . Let

Ex = {k:0<k<K/£},

E2 = {k:K/£<k<K/t},

E3 = {k:k> K/t},

and lj = J2keEj expi-Xk£)hk<pkit).

If k G Ex , Xk£ < C2k£ < C2K and kt < ke < K, then

I, ^'expt-C^^/i,
keE,

and

J2hk>C3i2a + 2)-liK/£)2n+2
k€E,

whence for some constant C5 > 0, I, > C5e~2"~2. For k G E2, <pkit) > 1/3

so 12 > 0.

Let G > 1 and assume Gt < £ and k G E3, then k > K/t > KG/e and by

(2.3)
|£3| <   X!   exp(-C,rce)C4Â:2

k>KG/e

hence for some constant C6 > 0

|2I31 < C6 /      exp(-C,xe)x ■     rfx

/»OO

= C6e_2',_2/    exp(-C,y)j'2"+1</y,

2«+l

'a:g

so if C7 is sufficiently large |S3| < X,/2, so

Peit) = I, + X2 + X3 > K5e"2""2       (0 < ^ < e/G).

Because of (2.1) there is a constant C7 such that C7p it) > t "+  > 0 so

-i

< C7(2a + 2)e~2"~2kEit)=y*dmis)

Since G is independent of £ there is a constant C such that

KIGit) < keit) < CPeit)       (0 < t < E/G)

which is equivalent to (2.7).
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Many of the problems of harmonic analysis require for their solutions infor-

mation about some parametrized family of convolution operators. Examples

include convolution with the kernels ke,Pr and Qr (defined below). Summa-

bility methods such as Cesaro summability inevitably lead to similar operators

where the parameter usually runs through the positive integers. The following

theorem generalizes the observation of Hardy and Littlewood that such opera-

tors can be controlled by Jf.

Theorem 3. Let w At) be an integrable function that depends on a parameter p

and define h(p, t) = (w  * f)(t). Assume either

(a) there is B > 0, independent of p such that

\[Kw(t)dm(t)  <B, ["
\Jo Jo

m[iO,t)]j-wpit) dt <B,

or

(b) there are functions W it) > \w (t)\ and C independent of p such that

Wpin) < C and

fJo
m[iO,t)]^-Wpit) dt<C;

then there is K independent of p such that

\hip,t)\<KJ?fit).

The proof of Theorem 2 is very similar to that of [3, Theorem 5].

Remarks. It is interesting to note the contrast between the argument for Theo-

rem 2 and the proof of the corresponding results in [3 and 6]. Theorem 2 is the

product of inequalities for /* and the inequality Jtfit) < Cf'it). The ap-

proach in [3], which is valid only for Jacobi expansions, first uses the Coifman

and Weiss result [1, p. 71] to assert that M is a bounded operator on Ll\dm)

(1 < p < oo) ; then the detailed knowledge of the convolution kernel for Jacobi

expansions is used to show that M dominates Jf. Finally, Theorem 3 can be

used to obtain bounds for the operator Ptfit) = supr>0 |(gr * f)it)\ where

ßrO = £'"*V*W-
_-kr,

k=0

This is possible because an explicit closed form is known for Qrit). (See

[3, (2.2)] and the reference cited there.) The scheme followed in this paper

first establishes inequalities for /* (which in the light of (2.4) is an object very

like Ptf) and then uses /* to dominate ^ f.

The methods of [3] have, as a reward for detailed computation in a special

case, the bonus of weak type 1 - 1 results and, for all the bounds obtained,

a wider range of (a, ß) than would be obtained by specializing Theorem 2 to

Jacobi expansions.
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